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Quality and productivity in manufacturing have been
one of the hottest topic disscussed by the industry in the
last ten years. They become the ingredients of success.
Manufacturers are looking for solutions to improve the
quality and productivity of their operations. When they buy
a product, the product itself is not of real interest to
them. It is only a means to the end that they want. They
want solution and in particular solution to integrate
individual solutions together.
Solution selling is an integrated approach in
selling. The purpose is to provide customer satisfaction.
If there is one thing that a service or marketing
organization has to do right in order to be successful, it
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The purpose of a business is to create a customer.
The purpose is to provide something for which a customer is
willing to exchange his purchasing power. The something can
be a product or service which can satisfy his needs and
anticipate his wants. What is paid for is satisfaction
rather than the product itself. This is probably the most
important selling fundamental that is being ignored to-day.
Many companies tend to look at their own business
from inside--- our products, our quality, our customers,
our technology and so on. Rarely would they attempt to look
at their business from outside. What products do people
buy? What services do people want? All these questions are
best answered by the customers--- people from outside of
the company. Only by staying close to the customer can one
find out who he is, what he does, how he buys, how he uses
what he buys, what he expects, and so on. Knowing all these
is what makes a company more successful than the others.
Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman Jr. in their book
In Search of Excellence stress the importance of staying
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close to the customer: The good news from the excellence
companies is the extend to which, and the intensity with
which, the customer intrudes into every nook and cranny of
the business-- sales, manufacturing, research, accounting
....... A simple summary of what our research uncovered on
the customer attribute is this. The excellence companies
really are close to their customer. That's it. Other
companies talk about it the excellence companies do it.
By staying close to the customer, the excellence
companies also are better listeners. Many successful
companies like HP, IBM, Digital, Caterpillar, Boeing,
Proctor Gamble and others derive their innovations from
the market. They are pushed around by the market. By
listening, a company knows the customer's problems, his
needs and desires. This is what do people buy: solutions
to their problems, ideas and products to fulfill their
needs and desires.
Solution selling is a terminology widely used by
many excellence companies to differentiate from product
selling. It may mean different things to different
companies. Also the expectations from customers are
different. Hewlett Packard stresses: Working with the
customer to provide the productivity and quality solution
(total solution) his organization needs. IBM and 3M
regards: Their salesmen not to be salesmen but customer
problem solvers." McDonald's magic words are:" Quality,
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Service, Cleanliness and Value. An Wang, founder of Wang
Laboratory, says: Working with users will help us respond
to their needs. All these companies and many others try to
illustrate what they are selling and what people are buying
--- solution to their problems/needs. Solution selling
requires a thorough understanding of your customer's needs,
a proposal that explains how your solution will address
these needs and the experience to prove it will work. It
has taken the place of product and application selling
approach in to-day's market place. Unless you understand
the customer's needs, you cannot provide a solution and
prove that it works for him. This involves analyzing a
customer's business and determining what is working, what
is not working, what can be changed and what is the most
effective and efficient way to implement the change in his
organization.
The key purpose of a business is to provide
solution which is of value to the customer. An crucial
question which every business should ask itself from time
to time is: Do we have a solution for the customer? if
the answer is positive, the question that follow is: How
can we do it better? There is no such thing as a ever-
lasting solution or ever-satisfying customer. There are
always changes in society and economy, market and customer,
knowledge and technology. However, if the answer is
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negative, it is better for the business to re-define its
business purpose and business mission. The ability to ask
the above questions and to answer them correctly makes the
difference between a growing company and one that fades
with the changes.
Solution selling is a success proven marketing
strategy. The purpose of this paper is to study the
solution selling process as applied, to manufacturing
industries and to look at some of the difficulties that
many international companies faced in implementing their
solution selling strategies into Hong Kong manufacturing
environment. Hong Kong is unique in its political
geographical and economic situation. Manufacturing has
always been a major portion of the economy. Selling to the
manufacturing sector represents a substantial business
revenues for many international companies. These companies
can gain as much success as in their own countries by
having a better knowledge of the local manufacturing
industries and by tailor-fitting their solution selling
strategies to the local environment.
This paper starts with a general description of the
local manufacturing industries and its concerns and
requirements. Emphasis will be on the electronics industry.
The management of several leading Chinese-owned
manufacturers are interviewed in order to understand their
opinions on the Hong Kong manufacturing industry and their
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philosophies of running a business. This will identify some
of the problems, needs and requirements which many local
manufacturers have to find the solution. Then it follows
with a proposed solution selling process. The results of
the interview will be used to illustrate what are the
expectations and concerns of local manufacturers in their
decision to buy. In order to limit the scope of
discussion and at the same time to keep its generality,
this paper will concentrate on solution selling to improve
automation in three major areas of a typical electronics
manufacturer--- office, manufacturing and product design.
In the last decade there has been great advances in
factory automation. Developed countries like Japan and
U.S.A. are the distinguished pioneers. Hong Kong has just
begun its pace on automation. Solution selling in factory
automation represents great opportunities. The future
factory is built on automation. This concept needs to be
sold to the local manufacturing industries.
Let's first look at some of the issues that are
most likely to be encountered in implementing solution
selling.
People
All sales deal with people. People have problems
and objections. In an manufacturing organization, you have
to deal with all levels of people. The Westerners are
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usually more result orientated. The Chinese stress on
relationship. This is less obvious in Hong Kong because the
Western culture have some influence here. PRC (People's
Republic of China) is a good example. After Richard Nixon's
visit, PRC opens its door to the Western World and becomes
a very big potential market for many Western companies.
They sent representatives to Peking and all had good
solutions/proposals for the PRC. However, very few of these
companies had good progress. There are many reasons behind
it and one of them is that they do not know how to handle
the Chinese and to understand their way of thinking and
conducting business.
Service
Solution selling stresses a lot on both pre-sales
and after-sales services. How many companies can really
provide the same level of service as in their own
countries? How does the Chinese businessmen look at
service? What are their expectations?
Quality
The quality concept is first formally formulated in
the Western World but it gets glorified in Japan. Just a
few years ago, companies in U.S.A. had to learn from the
Japanese on their manufacturing miracles and their quality
philosophies--- Total Quality Control, Just-in-Time
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Stockless Production, and Do-it-right-the-first-time
quality assurance. What is the quality awareness of the
local manufacturing industries? Should the integtrated
solution selling approach include educating local
manufacturers on quality? How important is quality to the
local manufacturers?
Value
Every customer is price sensitive. There is no such
ideal customer as one having no budget limit. There is
always a price/performance justification. What are the
factors which influence local manufacturers to make long-
term investments? Does it work to talk about value instead
of price?
Management style
Good management practices become necessary when a
business reaches a certain size and complexity. Most of the
business in Hong Kong are owner-entrepreneur type. Usually
one person runs the business with helpers. He is the
final decision maker in all respects. Selling to these
companies can be a very easy job or a very difficult one.
The Chinese philosophy of running a business is quite
different from the Westerners, though the final objective
is the same--- making a profit. How does the management
make a decision to buy?.
8In order to successfully implement solution selling
strategy, it is important to understand these issues and to
provide answers to the above questions. Many of these
questions are included in the interview questionaire and
the summary in the Appendix is a collection of the opinions
mentioned by the people being interviewed.
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CHAPTER II
HONG KONG'S MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
In the last two decades Hong Kong has been growing
very rapidly from a trading port into an industrial
community, heavily dependent on its export oriented
manufacturing industry. According to the Government's
statistics (Semptember, 1984), there are 49,000
manufacturing firms in Hong Kong. These firms employ
905,000 people or approximately 20 per cent of the
population. Manufacturing is indeed a very important sector
of Hong Kong industry. The textiles and clothing,
electronics, plastics and toys sectors account for about
two-thirds of the manufacturing work-force and of domestic
exports. These industries are the backbone of local
manufacturing business. A brief review of each industry
shows how wide the spectrum of products are being
manufactured in Hong Kong and the ample opportunities for
selling solutions in these industries.
Textiles and clothing has been the mainstay of Hong
Kong's economy. There are spinning, weaving and knitting
sectors. Finishing facilities such as bleaching, dyeing,
printing and finishing are all self-supporting. Clothing is
the largest sector. A wide variety of high quality clothes
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are produced here. They are well-recognized by foreign
buyers and have gained good reputation in the world's
fashion business. Due to the booming of property market in
the late seventies and early eighties, some large textile
companies have moved most of its production facilities to
countries like Africa, PRC and other Southern Asian
Countries where the land and labour costs are cheaper.
The electronics industry is the second largest
export earner. Compared to the textiles and clothing, it is
a relatively young industry. Products include simple
assembly of transistor radio to sophisticated and high
quality articles such as computer memory, personal
computer, computer peripherals, integrated circuits,
telecommunication and data communication devices,
television, liquid crystal display and computer testing
equipments. It is a very volatile business. The technology
and the market demands are changing drastically. The
electronics sector is growing very rapidly in the last ten
years and is expected to surpass the textiles and clothing
sector in five years time.
The plastics industry is very prosperous especially
in the seventies and is third in economic importance.
Products include high quality toys, household articles,
plastic furniture etc. Supporting industries such as
moulds, injection and extrusion machines are available
locally.
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The watches and clocks industry has expanded
rapidly. In fact Hong Kong is one of the biggest digital
watches manufacturing centre. It produces a wide variety of
electronic and mechanical watches, clocks and high quality
watch components and acessories including movements, cases
and metal watch bands.
The other manufacturing industries include light
engineering (ferrous bars and sheets, printed circuit
boards, torches, photographic and optical goods, fishing
reels etc.), machine tools and industrial equipment, medium
heavy engineering (air-conditioners, fork lift trucks,
marine outboard engines etc.), shipbuilding and repairing,
and aircraft engineering. All these sectors are also
expanding steadily.
The Hong Kong Government welcomes and encourages
overseas investment to set up manufacturing operations in
sophisticated and technologically advanced industries. They
can bring in new technology, management and production
skills. At present about 450 factories in Hong Kong are
either fully or partly owned by overseas interests. Besides
taking advantages of the relatively cheap labour and other
facilities of Hong Kong, many foreign companies setting up
their office here to act as a base to penetrate the China
market.
Once it has been said that the opening door policy
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of the Chinese Government will threaten the existence of
Hong Kong as a major industrial and business centre. It
turns out to be a over-reacted worry. The future of Hong
Kong is bright and is in the hands of local resident.
Manufacturing will stay prominent and continue to prosper.
There are many concerns and challenges that local
manufacturers have to face. In retrospect of the Hong Kong
manufacturing industries development histroy, there were
periods of ups and downs. The industries were able to come
through the most difficult times and continue to make big
break-throughs. In the next two chapters, we will look at
some of the challenges faced by local manufacturers and how





Manufacturing is defined as the making of a product
suitable for use as a component or end product where raw
semi-finished materials are processed through a series of
operations in which value is added and, ultimately, a more
complete and useful product emerges. The manufacturing
company not only manufactures the product, but in most
cases, it is also responsible for designing the product-
planning, controlling, and engineering the manufacturing
process marketing and moving the product goods to the
customer. Manufacturing is indeed a very complex operaton.
Running an manufacturing operation smoothly is like the
conductor conducting an orchestra. He has to keep all
musicians playing in harmony. An important criterion of
solution selling is to understand this complex business
------ the people, the process, the market, the concerns
and the challenges.
Manufacturing involves people working in groups or
departments. They have different objectives and background.
The production and sales departments want to keep
sufficient inventory in parts and finished goods so that
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they can make and sell from stocks. They do not have to run
overtime to meet an order delivery and have better customer
satisfaction to have products on the shelf for instant
delivery. The finance department wants to cut inventory
because it carries costs. The production department wants
to increase productivity at all costs. The marketing and
finance departments want to cut costs to maintain a certain
profit margin and to be more competitive in price. Selling
to manufacturing sector requires handling people and
resolving departmental conflicts.
The manufacturing industries in Hong Kong has to
face many challenges to-day. Resources (manpower, machine,
material, energy and capital) are scarce. A major concern
is how to allocate resources effectively and efficiently.
Manufacturing itself is a capital intensive business. it
requires a sizable amount of resources to operate. Besides
manpower, Hong Kong has to rely on other countries to
import most of the resources. The cost of these resources
continues to rise. Shortage of raw material sometimes
becomes a major impact to local industries. To avoid this,
some manufacturers have to stock excessive inventories and
this will increase their operating costs. The managing
director of a local printed circuit board manufacturer once
said, Our inventory usually runs at almost 2 times our
annual sales. We have to stock raw materials 3 or 4 months
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ahead of production. If we do not do this, we may not able
to meet the delivery schedule of our customer. In 1983/84
the electronics industry was hit very hard by shortage of
integrated circuits. Manufacturers had to pay 2 or 3 times
the normal price to get them. Still they were not able to
get all the parts they wanted. The result was they could
not meet the delivery schedule and profit margin became
less. One manufacturer said, There are orders which we do
not dare to take because of shortage of parts. The average
product cost breakdown in the electronics industry is 75%
material, 10% labour and 15% overhead. Efficient material
handling is important. This includes stocking the right
parts and at the right quantity, watch-out for long
delivery and hard to get items, just-in-time material
discharge to production and building good vendor
relationship to get reliable and defectiveless parts. In
fact many manufacturers claim that one factor that directly
affect their productivity is material management. Material
and production control become a major management concern
for local manufacturers and is a key selling opportunity in
providing solutions to meet this concern.
The most important of all resources is
people/manpower. Skilled labour is getting more and more
expensive. Good experienced people is hard to get and to
keep. Compare to other Asian countries such as Korea,
Taiwan, and Phillippines, Hong Kong has lost its edge in
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cheap labour. It is no longer a paradise for manufacturing
as it was many years ago. This is true to foreign investors
who come here to set up manufacturing plants and also to
the local industrialists. Some companies who try to sell to
local manufacturers always has the misconception that their
products/solutions can replace people. A common statement
is: By implementing my machines into your manufacturing
process, you can cut your manpower by at least one-half.
Too often the driving force behinds modernization is to
replace workers with machines. The fact is machines can
never replace people. No matter how much does a plant
automate, it still needs people. Probably the same number
of people as before. Only they will be doing different
tasks requiring new skills. The actual benefit is improve
in productivity. To ensure success implementation of your
solution, this message must be conveyed to all levels of
the organization. Make sure they all understand that
improving productivity helps ensure their jobs. Successful
solution selling requires total committment from top-level
management down to operator level. Tailor your solution to
accommodate all levels of the organization.
The high people turn-over rate also affects local
manufacturers in many respects. The immediate effect is
delay in production and project development. The management
is reluctant to provide long-term training programs to
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develop their employees. In order to attract and retain
good people, local manufacturers have to compete with one
another in providing better benefits to employees such as
higher wages, good working environment, local and oversea
training, bonus and other incentives. The management also
have to establish good human relation with the employees,
and provide them with job satisfaction (career path,
challenging job etc.). All these reflect on the cost of the
products.
There is a gradual change in the management level
of many local manufacturers. Many of the companies in Hong
Kong are family owned business. Usually the father of the
family is the head of the company and the other members of
the family (wife, sons and daughters) are placed in key
positions. Many of these fathers have reached their retired
age, and the sons and daughters who take over are usually
well educated with degrees from overseas. In general the
education level of upper and middle level managers today
are high. Many of them have university degrees. These
managers gradually change the management style of many
local companies--- adopting the western management
practices while retaining the virtue of the Chinese way of
running a business. There are also many success stories
about how a man started a small operation and later grows
into a big corperation.* These entrepreneurs know every
details of their business inside-out. They are usually not
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well educated and they possess certain characters such as
energetic, hard-working and motivated, innovative,
knowledge of the market and with business sense. The
management style of most Chinese firms is very centralized.
All decisions come from top management and in many cases it
is the owner of the company himself. From the interview it
shows that most top level management are directly involved
in the marketing and financial functions of the company. A
typical organization structure has the two functions with
solid lines reporting responsibilities to top level
management. It indicates that these companies are very
market driven and top level management is directly
responsible for crucial purchase. Knowing how a company is
managed is useful in setting an effective solution selling
strategy.
It is not unusual that a good solution with a
competitive price will also loose a deal. Chinese
businessmen can hardly separate business from friendship.
Who you know and how buddy you are with the customer
sometimes determine the close of a deal. This business
frienship is built on trust, credibility, flavour-return
basis, or personal friendship. Some of the big deals are
closed on the golf course, over the mahjong table or at
friendly social gathering. It does not imply that all deals
are closed this way. However, establishing a friendly
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relationship with the customer is one big step towards your
destination. Make him feel that you are there to make him
succeed. Do not feel that you are begging for the order.
You are there to solve his problems. This partnership and
consultancy relationship will be a rewarding one.
Manufacturing is a constant changing business.
There are always changes in the economy, in technology, in
consumer demands, in regulatory standard, and in production
plant. One of the virtue of local manufacturers is the
flexibility to accommodate changes. It is this flexibility
that makes Hong Kong prosperous. And when there are
changes, solutions are needed to satisfy new standards and
requirements.
Diversification is another characteristic of the
local manufacturing industries. One will be surprised with
the number of product lines a typical manufacturer carries.
A metal-wares or plastic-wares manufacturer may carry
hundreds of different products. An electronics manufacturer
may have many models and products for the buyers to choose
from. What makes it more amazing is the capabilities of the
Hong Kong manufacturers in adapting changes to market
demands. A company making telephone products may switch to
producing computer peripherals within a few months just
because the market has the demands. A company may produce
product types which are'so different from each other. A
plastic manufacturer may jump into electronics or garment
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business because there are orders. The industry is full of
opportunists. If a product is selling good and profit
margin is high, everybody goes with it. Sooner or later
the market is saturated with good and bad quality products.
Competition makes the profit margin decreases drastically.
Only the companies with good standing can survive while the
others wither. This cycle has repeated itself over and over
again. The golden rules seem to be: (1)identify an
opportunity before the others have the chance, (2) set-up
production facilities fast and produce at high volume, (3)
pull-out while the other manufacturers start dumping
products into the market and, (4) look into new
opportunity. One comment made by several manufacturers is
Manufacturing is a very competitive business. In order to
be successful you must know when to get in and to get out
of the market.
In 1982/83 telephone products (cord and cordless)
were very popular items for local manufacturers until the
market collapsed in early 1984 due to over supplying
condition in the American market. A sizable public
electronics company, which has made substantial profit on
its telephone products for the last few years, has to lay-
off two-third of its telephone product/engineering people
because orders are slow. Since 1984 personal computer
business is slow and those who are in this business are
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suffering. Local manufacturing industries are driven by the
American and European market.
In order to continue staying in business, funds to
finance capital investment in modernization and expansion
is required. Naturally the return on assets is critical.
There are two major factors which affect local
manufacturers` decision in capital investments. Firstly,
the laizzy-faire policy of the Government does not provide
any schemes to help the local manufacturing industries.
Manufacturers have to fight their own battle to survive.
Secondly, the 1997 issue affects the local industrialists
to make long-term investments. In a recent discussion with
some prominent industrialists, the expected period of
return on investment is less than 3 years. This indicates
that local manufacturers are hesitated to make any long-
term investments. This uncertainty about the political
situation of Hong Kong will persist until 1990. By that
time the situation will either get better or worse.
Local manufacturers are usually short-term
planners. Seldom would they plan their business future for
more than 5 years. The managing director of an medium-size
electronics manufacturer said, It is very hard to forecast
and plan the future. I invest only if the investment can
justify itself in one to two years time. Sometimes I do not
even know how my business will become next year. The
initial value of the investment becomes a major criterion,
2and this value is imprinted with the dollar sign. Some of
the factors to consider in long-terms investments are: (1)
cost effectiveness of the product, (2) meeting the industry
standards, (3) corporate prestige, (4) internal needs to
stay competitive, (5) request by customers, (6) confidence
in the market, (7) product life and upgrade capability, and
(8) future growth. Knowing these facts will enable a
solution selling company to direct its sales efforts more
effectively.
Some manufacturers invest in capital investment to
improve productivity and quality. Others may regard it as
an asset to get orders. These are mostly OEM
manufacturers. OEM manufactiurer is one who manufactures
according to the customer's specification or existing
products. Generally they add value to the original product
or design. To get these orders, they have to show their
capability to make good quality products. When the overseas
buyers come to visit their plants, they need to have a
show-case to gain the customers' confidence. The operation
manager of a company who gets sub-contracts from IBM said,
When IBM gives you an order, they need to fully evaluate
your facilities and manufacturing procedures. If it is not
up to their standards, either you up-grade it or you do not
get the orders. That is simple enough. If you do not want
to do it, there will always be somebody who is willing to
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do so.
Manufacturing is a very competitive business. There
are people who invest because of prestige and company
image. They buy because their competitors have bought it.
Sometimes it helps to close a deal when you quote some
reference accounts who are your customer's direct
competitors. Majority of your customers would need your
solution to improve productivity and quality. Worldwide
competition forces the manufacturer to reduce operational
costs, while maintains and improves quality and customer
services. Innovative product design and the ability to
response fast to the market demands are the criteria to
survive. And the most important of all is to improve
productivity and quality.
The manufacturing industries are still mostly
labour intensive. In recent years Hong Kong has gradually
changed from a low-end products manufacturing centre to
making high-end and high quality products. Local
industrialists have learned either from past bad experience
or requests from the customers that building quality into
the products is both necessary and rewarding. Quality
becomes a important issue in the eighties. People talk
about quality team, total quality control and quality
circle. Many local manufacturers still do not have a good
understanding of the concept of quality. Many talk about it
but very few seriously implement it. They need to be
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educated.
The quality control department in a typical local
manufacturer is always considered a nuisance especially to
the production people. It is because they always have the
misconception that quality is not their responsibilities.
It is the job of the quality control department, and they
are people who are always on their back. The quality
control department rejects incoming goods, complains about
the production procedures and worse of all they reject
finished goods shipment. It is surprised to find that most
major electronics manufacturers still think that quality is
the responsiblity of the quality control department. From
the reporting structure it shows how is the awareness of
quality in an manufacturing organization. If the quality
control department reports to the manufacturing manager or
the operation manager, it indicates that quality is not one
of the major concern. It is because quality control
department does not have the power to control. The
manufacturing manager who is also responsible for
production has to meet shipment schedule. And in many
instances he has to veto the quality control department's
decisions. The fact is production, not quality control,
should have the primary responsibility for quality. Quality
starts at production and should be participated and
spreaded out to every department of the organization.
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Everybody including the top level managment should involve.
Quality control department should be considered as a
separate entity in the organization and has direct
reporting responsibility to the top management.
The fact is top level management usually delegate
the quality control responsibilities to the middle level
managers who see things only on the narrow focus of their
particular functional actions and not the overall impact on
the company. Many companies do not take positive actions to
improve quality though the awareness of the need to do so
is widespread. The top of the priorities for local
manufacturers are still getting out the products and
cutting costs instead of improving quality. Improving
quality takes time and the initial investment can be high.
The return is not immediate.
Productivity always comes with quality. As quality
goes up, so does productivity. When you achieve one, you
get the other one free. If everybody and every procedure in
an organization is performed right on the first time, the
saving to the company can be immense. The people can be
more productive. Inspection, warranty costs, rework,
downgrading and scraping would be eliminated. The
efficiency of the company can be much higher. Quality can
be the manufacturing highest return on investment. Improve
in quality and productivity should be an evolution instead
of a revolution process. It takes time and patience and it
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always starts at the top management. There are a lot of
sales opportunities in helping customer to improve quality
and productivity. People need solutions to achieve it.
Protectionism is another major concern of local
manufacturing industry. It is particularly true to the
garment industry. The recent restriction imposted by the
U.S.A. Commerce Department arouses panic in the knitting
industry. Hong Kong is a free port and ninety per cent of
the products made locally are for export and U.S.A. is our
biggest market. Usually we do not have the bargaining
power. The impact is people become hesitated in making any
long-term investments and have to worry about meeting new
rules and standards. Sometimes it puts the manufacturing
industries in a less competitive position with other
countries. Despite its non-intervention policy, the
Government's Industry Department is involved in many of




THE SOLUTION SELLING PROCESS
The electronics industry is a fast growing
industry. Electronics products get into every aspects of
our living. The spectrum of products made in Hong Kong is
very wide ranging from cheap digital watches, radios and
toys to high quality products such as computer and its
peripherals, telecommunication devices, components and sub-
assemblies that are so highly qualified to be used in the
Space Program. The trend of the industry is moving towards
making high technology and innovative products.
Selling to the electronics manufacturing industry
represents great challenges. This chapter proposes a
solution selling approach which is based on some simple
selling rules and facts about the local electronics
industry gathered by interviewing the top level management
of leading electronics manufacturers in Hong Kong. Some of
these companies have been well-established for many years
and others are expanding very rapidly in recent years. The
people interviewed are all very experienced in the industry
and their opinions are valid representation of their
business. A summary of the interview is shown in the
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Appendex. During the presentation of the solution selling
process, many of their valuable comments and opinions are
discussed.
There are three stages in the solution selling




An old proverb says, Opportunity is where you find
it. A company selling solution must find a fit to the
local manufacturing industries. This requires knowledge
about the products, the market, the people and the
competitors. To acquire this knowledge, you need to do
market analysis from which you can bring out the market
opportunities. Then you try to maximize opportunities by
focusing the available resources on the most attractive
possibilities and devoting them to obtaining the greatest
possible results. For the growing companies this process is
a continuous one. The knowledge of to-day is going to be
out-dated to-morrow. Knowledge has to progress to remain
knowledge.
Few companies do detail market analysis. Many
depend on gut-feeling or simply selling what they have.
This may result in forceful selling, positioning in the
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wrong market place, inefficient ultilization of sales
resources and other sales problems. Some companies who go
through the market analysis do not fully capitalize on
their findings. Typical comments are: Our solution package
is designed and well-proven in our own country. It is very
hard to modify for local environment. The end-users have to
comply to what we are providing." Or: There are not enough
man-power to cover all the bases." Or: We are not quite
ready for this market yet." One draw-back of many foreign
companies setting up sales offices in Hong Kong is they are
not ready to localize, to think what the local people
think, and to provide solution which fits into the local
environment.
It is important that one has full knowledge about
the customers --- understands their business and talks
their language. All the customers are under one or more of
the four conditions: (1) The company is growing and they
require resources to sustain its growth. (2) The company is
in trouble and they want solutions to solve their problems.
(3) The company is doing alright and everything is running
smoothly. They are reluctant to change. (4) The customer
is over-confident about his performance. Changing his ways
of doing things is considered as having a negative impact.
Under the first two conditions, the business
potential is great because the demand for change is urgent.
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For companies under the last two conditions, it takes time
and effort to establish sales opportunity. Since the market
is dynamic, they might go into the trouble or growth mode
in future. It is essential to keep up with the market
situation and maintain close communication link with the
customer. Being able to identify an opportunity earlier
than your competitors is an important success factor in
Hong Kong.
Finding business potential in an manufacturing
organization can be concentrated in four major areas: (1)
office and adminstration, (2) marketing and sales, (3)
Engineering and, (4) manufacturing.
The opportunities of automation are in the
manufacturing area. Firstly, the interview reveals that
this is the least automated area as compared with the
office and engineering. This does not mean that it is not
as important as the others. Many local manufacturers still
regard labour as a cheaper solution than automated process.
Automating a manufacturing process is usually much more
costly than the office and engineering. Naturally, they
have to consider much more carefully before they invest.
Some of the factors they have to consider are the products
nature (whether it is beneficial and worthwhile to go
automation), the products cycle (whether they have enough
orders to allow continuous production run), their
confidence in the market and the products they are making,
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and their competence to make automation works. In fact
manufacturing is a prime area and usually gets the most
attention within the company. They always get the first
priority over the other departments in any investment
consideration. Secondly, there is a tendency of local
electronics industry moving towards making high quality and
advanced technology products. This demands more automated
process rather than labour intensive. Thirdly, the
increasing labour cost, the high people turn-over rate and
the demand for higher productivity will force local
manufacturers to seriously considering automation.
Fourthly, the other countries in South East Asia are doing
it. Hong Kong will be in a less competitive position if we
do not make our move. Lastly, with the cost of computer
decreasing so fast in recent years, it is not as expensive
to go automation as it was several years ago. Educating the
customers on quality and productivity awareness, and
showing them how your solutions can improve their bottom
line performance (shipping out good products and cutting
costs) are the key success factors in selling to the
manufacturing people. In recent years more and more
automation are being implemented in the production area.
When people talk about office automation, they
refer to personal computers that run all kinds of software
for personal use or mini and main frame computers that take
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care of their administration, office, accounting and data
processing requirements. Many local manufacturers have
installed computer-based system in their office to address
areas such as word processing, material and production
control, accounting and keeping personnel files. They
require solutions to improve productivity of their staff
and customer service, to have better management control, to
save office space and reduce paper work, to improve
efficiency and make the organization more responsive.
Engineering automation includes solutions in
computer-aided design and computer-aided testing. With the
technology and innovation of the products getting more
and more sophisticated, many local manufacturers would like
to invest in solutions that can improve the quality and
productivity of their engineers.
Let's take some of the points mentioned in the
interview and see what are the opportunities in providing
solutions to the electronics industry. In analyzing the
product cost breakdown, it shows that 75% is material, 10%
labour and 15% overhead. The average inventory level is 1/4
of sales. A lot of the capital is tied up in material and
work-in-process (WIP). If the inventory level can be
improved by 25%, a 400 million dollars sales company would
have 25 million dollars saved each year for other purposes.
The reduction in inventory also reduces storage space,
insurance cost, and other overhead expenses. This means
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extra saving for the company. If there are better
production scheduling tools, the manufacturers can have
better shop-floor and production control. This will improve
the efficiency and the productivity of the company. A
company providing solutions to help local manufacturers
better managing their material and production control would
have ample sales opportunities.
Local manufacturers complain that they do not have
enough orders to sustain continuous production run and so
automation is not feasible. You may not able to give them
orders, but you can provide solutions to cut costs and to
make better quality products so that they can be more
competitive. This will help them to get larger orders.
Another complaint is product producibility is not
considered at design stage. If a company can provide
solutions at the RD and engineering departments to help
them design better products in lesser time, they can
improve their productivity and response faster to market
demands.
Opportunities for solution selling is plenty. A
good sales-person should know the market situation, the
target account he wants to sell into and the people well
enough to confidently identify sales opportunities that
match the solutions his company can provide.
QUALIFYING
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Once the market opportunities have been identified.
You need to locate the potential customers and establish
the contacts. There are many ways to do it in Hong Kong.
You can go through mass mailing, trade-shows, sales calls,
seminars, advertisement and other means of promotion. Or
you can do it through-personal contacts and relationship.
Brand awareness is very important. Many people make the
decision to buy because of the brand-name. They do not
know or care whether it is the right choice. Establishing a
good reputation in the market is an essential ingredient of
success. Some of the key things to look for initially in
qualifying a customer are annual sales turn-over, financial
position, number of employees, product types, and
management philosophy. Some companies are reluctant to tell
you about themselves. Surprisingly you may able to get all
the information you want from their competitors.
You cannot spend the same amount of time with
every leads that you have. There are customers who deserve
more of your time while the others may not be ready to buy
yet. Some are even not customers at all. It becomes
necessary that you have to qualify the customer before you
invest more of your time. In qualifying a customer you need
to know: (1) Is there a fit between your solution and his
needs? (2) Does the customer has the fund to buy? (3) Who
is the decision maker? and, (4) What are the time
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consideration?
By asking the right people in the organization, you
will be able to find out what are their desires and needs.
Solution selling demands a careful definition of the
customer's desires and needs. Indentification of these with
the solution you propose will arouse customer's strong
desire to buy. Do not talk a lot on the features of your
products. Instead stress more on the satisfication and
value the customer can get. Trying to sell a solution that
does not meet your customer's needs is a waste of both time
and efforts. Even if you are able to make a sale, you are
only creating dissatisfaction and a lot of future problems.
It is like trying to kill the hen to get the eggs.
Depending on the size of the company and the value
of your proposed system, you may call on varying levels of
people in the organization. From the top management level
you can get the broad view of the situation. What are their
objectives, plannings and directions? Is the organization
profitable? What is the budget and when will it be
available? Who decide to buy and when will the decision be
made? What are their expected return on investment? Who
else in the organization should you contact? What are their
financial position? These are crucial questions in deciding
whether you should carry on with the case or abandon it.
From the middle and functional management levels you can
get the specific details of the requirements. Are they
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concerning about productivity, quality or cutting costs?
What are their expectations in the functionality of your
solution? To the end-users and technical buyers you should
ask their expectations on features, advantages, benefits,
price/performance and delivery terms and conditions. Who
are your competitors? All of the above questions are vital
information to assure a successful sale. The management
style of local manufacturers is very centralized. Usually
one or two persons make all the decisions and they know
about all the details of the operation. This makes them
very busy and difficult to access. They have short-term
planning and the expected ROI is less than 3 years.
Purchase is mostly crisis-driven. Unless it is essential to
business performance such as improvement in order and
production performance, the decision making is usually
slow. But once decision has been made they require
immediate delivery. You can not close a deal without hard
negotiation on discounts. Price is always a issue. Leasing
is not very popular. They prefer turn-key solutions with
good technical and application support from vendor. During
the qualification stage you have to decide that it is
beneficial to both side to carry on business relationship
before you go into the detail account analysis stage. A
sales-person's time is limited and the qualifying stage
allows him to select and concentrate on the most potential
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customers to work on.
Detail account analysis
After qualifying the customer, you have a better
understanding of their requirements. And you decide that
further investment of your time with this account is
worthwhile. Before you can come up with a proposal, you
need to know more details about how your solution can fit
into their structure. A fit analysis begins with gathering
information about the requirements and specifications from
all levels of the organization. To establish a consultancy
relationship with your customer, you want to understand
their applications, needs and problems. This is also a good
chance for you to establish good relationship with all the
key players of the organization and to gain their
confidence.
A top-down approach is most appropriate for Chinese
organization. Usually the boss makes all the decisions and
his committment can carry its weight down to the operator
level. Talking to people about their problems is not easy.
Some will not admit they have problems and some do not know
they have any. Others will just sit on the problems until
they create much damages. Instead of talking about
problems, you should talk about identifying new
opportunities, alternate ways of doing things more
effectively and efficiently, improve productivity and
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quality, and other cost saving factors. There are certain
crucial success factors which an organization has to be
good in order to be successful. The top management ususally
pays more attention to these factors. In selling to them,
you should try to associate your fit analysis to these
factors. Some of the success factors mentioned by top
management in the interview are: cost, volume of order,
innovativeness of product, market responsiveness, quality,
productivity and people.
Do not hesitate to go into details at this stage.
The more deatils you can get, the less problems you will
encounter during the actual implementation stage. Many
sales-persons are reluctant to spend too much of their time
here because the customer has not committed to buy yet.
Others may try to charge the customer for this service but
usually the customer is not willing to pay. In many cases
the customer will just throw you his problems and ask you
to find the solution. Unless you know the nuts and bolts of
his operation and understand his problems, you cannot
provide a valid solution.
After gathering all the data, you should prepare a
written fit analysis report to summarize the findings. In
the report it should include all the requirements of the
customer and the solutions you can provide to meet his
needs. If there are places where your solutions cannot or
can only partially fulfill his requirements, it should be
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mentioned very clearly. Be honest and tell your customer
what you can or cannot do and let him make the decision
whether he will further consider your solutions. However do
not give up too soon just because you cannot meet all his
requirements. There is no a 100 per cent fittness in the
real world. The customer may have to make a compromise. The
key point is to let him know the facts.
SELLING AND IMPLEMENTATION
With the fit analysis report and a better
understanding of the organization structure and people, you
should come up with a selling and implementation plan.
You have to identify all the key buyers and
decision makers. Try to cover all the bases and establish
good relationship with them. One way of building up good
relationship is to have their confidence in you, your
company and your solution. People in local manufacturing
industry would like to know what other people are doing
especially their competitors. Reference sites and
successful stories would definitely influence their
decision to buy. Very often you see cases where your
customers buy your solution because their competitors have
bought it. Corporate prestige is another decision factor.
However, most people invest because of internal and
external requirements.' Internal requirements are generated
from within such as solving a production problem, cutting
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cost, improving the quality and efficiency of the operation
etc. External requirements are those generated from outside
such as requests by buyers, meeting an industry standard,
market demands etc. Identify these requirements early in
the sales process and match them with your solutons.
Getting to meet the top level management can be
difficult too. They are usually very busy and are working
12 hours a day. In a typical Chinese organization the boss
makes all the decisions. He is running the whole show with
helpers carrying out his decisions. He will not afford the
time to see anyone unless there are obvious benefits to his
company. It is important to meet the decision maker in the
early stage of your selling process because he is the one
who signs the purchase order. In this case the top level
management of your company can help. People would like to
talk to people of the same level. The General Manager of a
company would like to talk to someone of the same status
rather than the sales representative.
By talking to people in all levels of the
organization, you understand their needs and problems.
Based on your findings you should prepare a proposal which
includes: (1) a summary of their requirements, (2) indicate
how your proposed solution can relate to the specific needs
or problems identified, (3) a formal quotation of your
proposed solution showing all the costs involved, (4) an
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implementation plan which shows in detail how you can help
the customer to successfully implement your solution, and
(5) an after-sales service support plan.
With all these informations you can prepare a
formal presentation to your customer. The presentation
should be tailored to the people you are presenting to and
the specific needs that they have. A lot of Chinese
executives have a limited capability to comprehend in
English. You may have to present it in Chinese. In the
presentation you should reinforce your stand-points and
arouse the customer's desire to buy your solution. Present
to them the benefits it can bring to his organization.
Different people in the company have different concerns.
The top executives are more concern about the productivity,
quality and cost of the solution, the return-on-investment,
the pay-back period and savings. Management only sees
things in monetary terms. All benefits should result in
saving money, making money or stop loosing money. The price
of the solution may become an objection. You have to sell
on the value of the solution in stead of the up front
price, and the long-term benefits and savings the customer
can achieve. The interview shows that people in Hong Kong
are short-term planners. The initial pruchase price is a
major factor to consider. However a lot of people still
think that the value of the solution is also important
especially in long-term investments. Most of the local
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manufacturers are looking for a pay-back period of less
than 3 years. Presenting a financial justification of
buying your solution to top level management is a very
powerful tool in convincing top level management to approve
a purchase. The functional managers concern more on
implementation, efficiency and functionality of your
solution. They would like to buy the best solution to solve
their problems. The operators are more concern about ease
of use, flexibility, functionality and factors which
directly affect their jobs and performance. Sometimes they
are concerned whether your solution will make them lost
their jobs. You have to ease their anxiety and gain their
total committments. No matter what solution packages you
are selling, they can not replace people. The point is you
have to address differently in order to meet people's
concerns. Successful solution selling requires setting
common goals and having total commitments from all levels
of the organization to achieve it.
Many companies have a standard presentation to all
customers which merely reinforces the product's features,
advantages and benefits. In the presentation they flip
charts over charts on all the good things about the
solution they are selling. A lot of information is
presented but it does not necessary mean a lot has been
achieved. The fact is people listening to your presentation
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do not care about your products. They think more about
their problems. It is absolutely important to come prepared
for the presentation. Try to find out more information
about the people who you are presenting to and address
your solution to their requirements. Do not include any
irrevelent information because it will do more harm than
good.
A demonstration is worth more than a thousand
words. It is a very effective selling tool. People like to
see how it works before they buy. Seeing is believing. It
is particularly true in Hong Kong. The purpose of a
demonstration is to demonstrate success, not failure. The
rule is to keep it simple and concise. Do not demonstrate
everything. You show only the ones that can gain his
interest and if possible try to get him involved in the
demonstration.
After the presentation and demonstration, it should
be time for closing the order. With the customer problems,
objectives and needs mutually identified early in the
process and mutually arrived at the solution, it should be
least time-consuming. Timing is very important. The old
rule of selling is very true in Hong Kong: The order that
is within reach to-day will be over the hills and far away
to-morrow. The manufacturing industries change their pace
very fast. The desperate demand for a solution to-day may
not be as desperate by to-morrow. Besides competitors are
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also around looking for chances to shoot you down. It is
amazed to realise that in this small city, there may be
hundreds of sales-persons making a living out of selling
some similar products that you are offering to your
customers.
Chinese businessmen like to bargain. A deal cannot
be closed without some form of bargaining. The most common
is asking for discounts. Others will ask for free training,
better credit terms, special discounts, earlier delivery
etc. Some companies are so rigid with their pricing
struture that they are not in a position to offer any such
special terms. Others make use of the bargaining at the
closing stage as a closing technique to get the order. You
have to decide whether the customer's request is a real or
false objection. A weak closing can put your customer's
order into the hands of your competitors.
The solution selling process does not end when the
customer gives you the order. What more important is
customer satisfaction which is another key factor in
successful solution selling. The customer buys your ideas
and you have to help him implement it. Implementation
involves: (1) customer education and training, (2) project
management, (3) installation, (4) application support, and
(5) customer's acceptance. Without going through the
implementation stage, you are selling only an application
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or a product but not a solution.
Depending on the complexity of the project, the
implemention may take 3 to 12 months. A detail
implementation should be well planned ahead and should have
the consent of the customer. Since a successful
implementation requires the partnership between you and
your customer, the plan should include details like the
people to be involved, the time frame to finish the job,
the criteria for acceptance, and the committments from all
levels of the organization. The more detail it is at the
initial stage the least ambiguity and dissatisfaction may
happen later. You have to know the expectations of the
customer right at the beginning. A project management team
should include members from the management, users and
technical people from your company. Its job is to assign
tasks and responsibilities, set milestones, conduct
training, educate the people and review progress of the
plan. A full committment from the top management is
required. The functional management people, users and
operators must understand the requirements and commit to
your implementation plan. Very often the resistance to
change to new ways of doing things is strong. The typical
comment is: We have been running the operaton in this way
for years. Why do we need to change? You have to convince
them how your solution'can improve the quality of the ways
they are operating now. Some people may feel insecure
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because of the new environment. You have to ease their
anxieties by giving them full details of the plan and the
new responsibilities they have to undertake. People become
defensive and less motivated when they are out of their
comfort zone. By providing training to acquire new skills
to do their new jobs, people become more motivated to
accept changes.
To keep pace with the rapid change of the market,
local manufacturers after giving you the order to-day
would like to have the solution by to-morrow. They prefer
to invest very little time in planning and other activities
which may delay the initial utilization of the application.
A successful implementation may require investment of time
and money now, but the payback in decreased future
expenditures and time spent re-implementing an application
that was never implemented properly, is enormous. The time
and money spent up front in planning, product training, and
phaed implementation will actually decrease the amount of
time and money it takes your customer to become successful
with the application.
Very few companies selling solutions have a
structural approach in the implementation stage. The
interview indicates that it is a weak area. Though many
people think it is necessary, very few know what they




The reason behind the success of IBM and many of
the rest of the excellence companies is simply service,
overpowering service, especially after-sales service. Buck
Rodgers, IBM Corporate Marketing Vice President, states:
Getting the order is the easiest step, after-sales service
is what counts. Hewlett Packard's philosophy is: We do
not sell a product unless we can support it.
Many sales-persons think they have accomplished the
job when the customer signs the order and the product is
delivered and accepted. Many companies are also thinking in
the same line. Only the excellence companies provide good
and reliable after-sales services. They regard good after-
sales services as part of their solution selling package.
It is because they care about customer satisfaction and
they think that a happy customer will bring good will and
repeated business to the company.
The local manufacturing industries are keen on
after-sales services. All the companies in the interview
indicate that after-sales services is a key factor to
consider in the decision to buy and in the choice of
vendors. The pace of the industries is so fast that it is
important to have every operational aspects of the company
in smooth running condition. Imagine a company working on
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two shifts and a critical machine in the production line is
down. The machine can not be up running for two weeks due
to slow response from the supplier or lack of replacement
parts. The loss to the company can be immense. The words of
bad services spread around very fast due to the close
environment within the industries. The General Manager of a
company said, My demand of response time from my vendor of
a piece of production equipment is within one hour. We have
to keep supporting staffs and train them to service all
critical production equipments because we have very little
confidence in our vendors for their after-sales services.
Compared to the American companies, Japanese
companies have built up their reputation locally to give
better and faster reliable services. The operational
manager of a local electronics company said, The Japanese
are aggressive and they try to build-up their reputation in
good reliable services. Our production line has installed
one of the Japanese machine. Every year they send people to
our plant to do routine check and ask about our opinions
regarding the machine. If the machine is down and cannot be
fixed locally, engineers will fly in from Japan to fix it.
They make you feel that they really care about you.
Some companies have good reputation in after-sales
services in their own countries. In Hong Kong they are
either represented by an agent or they have their own
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offices and facilities here to do customer support. They
usually face several problems. First, it is expensive to
set up another overseas support center to duplicate what
they already have in their own countries. They have to keep
parts and install new equipments. All these carry costs.
Second, they need to train local people to do the servicing
and supporting job. The people turn-over rate in Hong Kong
is high. It is difficult to find and keep good technical
people. Third, manufacturers in Hong Kong expect good,
reliable and inexpensive services. They assume the price
they paid for the product should include supporting
services. They see the service department as a cost instead
of profit centre.
Running a good after-sales service operation is not
easy. The service and support departments usually have low
profile in the company. They do not get the attention that
they deserved. Customers in Hong Kong and likewise in many
other places of the world demand good service. And most of
the time, they have to cry real loud to get it. Some claim
that good service is a rare species nowadays.
Another excellent reason for good after-sales
services is to get repeated orders. An analysis of your
company's sales records will reveal the fact that at least
60% or more of your orders are from repeated customers.
Customers who are satisfied with your services and
benefited from your solution. Delivering good after-sales
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The sales-person is an important part of the
solution selling strategy. No matter how good a solution
is, it needs a good sales-person to delivery it to the
customer. During the interview, people were asked what are
their expectations of a good sales-person. The general
feedback are: (1) He must be able to provide a solution
that matches the needs of the customer. (2) He must have
good product know-how, be able to understand the customer's
business and to relate it to the features, benefits and
advantages of the solution he is selling. (3) The
personalities of the sales-person are also rated very
important. They expect him to be honest, trustworthy and to
have confidence in himself and the solution he is selling.
(4) They expect good after-sales services. Many complain
that sales-person usually vanishes when the order is
signed and his after-sales services are required. (5) A
good sales-person should know about his competitors'
information. It does not mean he can use this information
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to degrade them during the sales process. Rather the
customer wants a honest and fair comparison to help him
make a wise decision. To be successful in selling
solutions, a company must be able to recruit, train,
develop and keep good sales-persons.
The top level management were asked one last
question before the interview was concluded, What do you
think are the criteria to stay competitive in the
manufacturing business? Half of the people's answers are,
To have good quality products and to increase productivity
are the key criteria. The other half said, We need to
diversify in market, product and technology.Indeed both
answers are very valid. One addresses the marketing side
and the other looks from the production side of the
company. The opportunities of solution selling in
manufacturing industries are proving to people how your
solutions can enable them to acheive the above criteria.
There is a 3 S rule of selling: sell solution, sell early
in the process and sell high in the organization. It does
not guarantee success in all sales cases as every sales
situation is different. But it sure gives you a better
chance of closing an order.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS
The management of the following companies are interviewed
(1) Evergo Computer Peripherals Ltd.
Dr. Edmond Chan, Executive Director
(2) Elec Eltek Power Supply Ltd.
Mr. K. H. Lun, Director
(3) Far East United Electronics Ltd.
Mr. George Woo, Operation Manager
(4) International Quartz Ltd.
Mr. C. H. Ng, Vice-President, Operation
(5) S. Megga Telecommunications Ltd.
Mr. Emil Fung, Director, General Manager
(6) SMC Microtronic Co. Ltd.
Mr. Nicholas Yang, Managing Director
(7) Termbray Electronics Co. Ltd.
Mr. Albert Ho, General Manager
(8) Wong's Electronics Co. Ltd.
Mr. Dick Wong, General Manager, Operation
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GENERAL:
(1) Annual sales revenue is from 100 millions to 400
millions.
(2) The number of employees are from 300 to 1,400 people.
(3) Major products are: consumer electronics (television,
radio, cassette recorder), personal computer, computer
peripherals, T.V. game, telephone (cord and cordless),
modem and switching mode power supply.
(4) Inventory level is average at 1/4 of sales.
(5) Major manufacturing needs and problems are:
- lack of skilled labour.
- product's producibility is not considered at design
stage.
- high part counts and part types.
- lack of adequate space and high rental cost.
- require automation.
- require good after-sales support.
- high people turn-over rate.
- order not big enough to substain continuous
production run.
(6) They have been in business from 2 to 15 years.
(7) Degree of automation is rated overall average in office
and engineering and below average in production.
(8) Product cost breakdown is 75% material, 10% labour and
15% overhead.
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(9) A typical organization structure is shown in figure 1.
PEOPLE:
(1) Employee turn-over rate is from 5% to 30%
(2) The efect of high turn-over rate are:
- local manufacturers are used to this situation.
- if it is skilled labour, it will affect production.
- has to pay higher wage to attract people.
- fresh graduates (engineers and technicians) tend to
hop jobs.
- experience skilled workers are more stable.
- no long term people development program.
(3) Means of keeping good people:
- good working environment.
- incentive and good staff policy.
- good pay-scale.
- maintain good human relationship.
- have training program.
- provide career path.
- provide challenging job.
- give people confidence.
- job satisfaction.
- bonus.
- oversea training and exhibition.
(4) Training program to employee:
- management and quality control training.
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- not regular, lack of management committment.





- provide challenging job.
- job rotation.
- assignment rotation.
- regularly evaluating employees.
- do not have any program to develop employees.
DECISION TO BUY:
(1) Managing Director and General Manager make decision to
buy.
(2) Factors to consider in long-term investments:
- cost.
- industry standard.
- internal and external (customers) requirements.
- upgrade capability of product.
- corporate prestige.
- proven track record of the product.
- cost effectiveness of the product.
- product range and product life.
- confidence in the market.
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- excessive money to spend.
- do not consider long term investment of more than 10
years.
(3) The expected period of ROI is 3 years.
(4) Factors to consider in selecting a vendor:
- price.
- availability of product.
- delivery.
- quality of the product.
- payment terms.
- reputation of the vendor.
- performance of the product.
- support and capability to meet committments.
- many have a qualified vendor list.
Expectation of a sales-person:(5)
- can provide solution to meet the needs.
- product know-how.
- personalities (confidence, trustworthy and honest).
- after-sales support.
- knowledge of competitors' information.
Very often bargain with vendor on price, delivery,(6)
payment terms and spare-parts.
Do not consider 1997 a problem because no long term(7)




- implementation and application support is important.
- repair service is required but some indicate they do
not trust vendor to provide good repair service.
- have own repair supporting staff.
- for production equipment, the expected response time
is one hour. Can not afford long down time.
- maintainence cost is about 5% product cost per year.
- warranty service is at least one year with parts and
labour.
- require telephone application support at no cost.
(2) After-sales service is a very important factor to
consider in the decision to buy.
QUALITY:
(1) Majority indicated that Quality Control Manager is
responsible for quality of the products.
(2) Very few really offer quality training to employees
except to the operator level.
- turn-over rate too high.
- lack of management committment.
(3) To maintain quality standards in the products:,
- investment. in equipment and people.
- documented quality control procedures.
- establish quality standards.
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(4) Quality is considered very important though some may
tend to losen the standard in comsumer products.
PRODUCTIVITY:
(1) The manufacturing Manager is responsiblity for the
productivity.
(2) Factors affecting produtivity:
- material management.
- order size.
- degree of automation.
- breaking-up of the task into simple steps.
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